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Outline of Seminar

A bit about emotions! 

Emotion Regulation Model (ERM) 

How to cultivate helpful emotion regulation





Emotions – a complex story

What are emotions? Well, they’re complicated! 

Fehr and Russell (1984) - “everyone knows what an 
emotion is, until asked to give a definition”  

It’s estimated that there are close to 100 different 
definitions of what emotions are 

Confusion between other terms – e.g. feelings, 
moods, motives



Emotions – a complex story

Word first used in English in 16th century – replaced terms 
like ‘passions’ and ‘affections’ 

Derived from French emouvoir which means ‘to stir up’ 
and before that, Latin word emovere which means to 
‘move out’ or ‘agitate’ 

Etymological link to energy, movement or physical tension 

Oxford dictionary: “a strong feeling deriving from one’s 
circumstances, mood or relationship with others”



Emotions – Definition

Hoffman (2015) – an emotion is: 
(1) a multidimensional experience that is 
(2) characterised by different levels of arousal 
and degrees of pleasure-displeasure 
(3) Associated with subjective experiences, 
somatic sensations and motivational tendencies 
(4) Coloured by contextual and cultural factors, 
and that  
(5) Can be regulated to some degree through 
intra- and interpersonal processes



Emotions serve motives…



 
Motives

Life tasks and roles: 

Protection
Feeding

Reproducing
Caring

Emotions
Serve & guide motives

Creates energy & body 
response for action

Sends signals

Competencies
Abilities to do things - 
wings to fly, legs to run

New brain abilities - 
reasoning, empathy, 

mentalizing

Outputs

Behaviour
Action 

Expression

 Self-identity



Emotions: Importance of 
functions



Incentive & resource 
focused

Wanting, pursuing, 
achieving, consuming

Activating 

Non-wanting &
Affiliative focused

Safeness-kindness

Soothing, Calming & 
Resting

Anger, Anxiety, Disgust

Drive, Excite, Vitality Content, Safe, Soothed

Threat-focused 

Protection & Safety-seeking 

Activating & Inhibiting

 



Emotions
Emotions – relevance radars 

Feelings vs emotions – lots of disagreement – can be helpful to 
hold that feelings can be part of an emotion  

Emotions make you feel something, but also want to do 
something (Frijda, 1986) 

Idioms or expressions – linked to action of emotion 
• Anger – hopping mad, blow our top, flipped their lid 
• Shame – hang your head  
• Anxiety – shaking like a leaf, running scared



Understanding, assessing and formulating emotions 
 

Multiple, rather than singular…



Emotions organise mind & body

EMOTION



How emotions organise mind & body – Example: walking home 
at night, & hear someone behind you…



Story of Emotions
We can also assess the process of emotions like a story 
• beginning 
• middle  
• end  

1. Triggers – can be useful to split between external 
(e.g. walking down a dark street late at night) or 
something internal (that is, something that emerges 
inside our mind, for example rumination or worry). 

2. Frequency – Some emotions can be triggered very 
frequently, whereas others can be infrequent or 
absent. 



Story of emotions
3. Intensity – Like your television or radio, emotions can 
show up at different volumes (e.g. from too quiet to too 
loud).  

4. Duration – some emotions show up briefly, but others 
last much longer (may blur with longer lasting mood).  

5. Expression and action – large variations in how able 
people are to express and engage in the action tendencies 
of an emotion.  

6. Settling – the way an emotion starts to slow and settle 
can vary, from rapid and smooth downregulation to slow 
and undulating   
 



Story of emotions
Some people will have greater ability to regulate each of 
these steps  - unfortunately, other people can feel 
powerless in influencing these, or may be good in one 
area but not others.  

From a general assessment point of view, we can look at 
the following questions (see Irons, 2019) that can be 
helpful to explore this with clients: 

• How easily are they triggered? What types of things 
tend to trigger them? 

• How often (frequently) do you experience them (e.g. 
hourly, daily, weekly…less often?)



Story of emotions

• When you experience them, how intensely do they 
turn up? Low, medium, high? Do you feel you 
have much control over their ‘volume’ once 
triggered? 

• When they start, how long do they tend to stay 
around for? Are you aware of things that might 
happen that reduce or prolong their duration? 

• How able are you to act alongside or express each 
of these emotions, once you’re experiencing them? 



Story of emotions
• How long does it take you to settle once an 

emotion arises? What helps each emotion to 
settle? 

• How much to you feel that you're able to guide 
the above steps, managing your emotions in a 
way that is helpful for you? 

As ever, balancing info gathering with validation, 
not your fault, social shaping etc…



What are difficult emotions?



Difficult Emotions
Refers to any emotion that we find difficult to 
experience in some way 

Often brings to mind emotions that are experienced too 
often, too intensely or which show up (e.g. are 
expressed) in a way that causes distress to the individual 
or to others in their life 

But difficult emotions also refers to those emotions that 
we don’t experience enough of – that are blocked, 
infrequently turn up or are feared (and because of this, 
the person is not able to use the helpful aspects of them)



What is emotion regulation?



Emotion Regulation 
Refers to our ability to notice, monitor, understand and 
modify our emotions, in order to meet our goals or 
follow our motives 

Gross - a process in which an individual influences:    
• the type of emotions they have 
• when they have an emotion 
• how they experience an emotion 
• how they express, or use an emotion 

Plays central role both in the process & aim of CFT, and 
also in what facilitates change during CFT



Studies

Many different models of emotion regulation, and 
focused on more or less explicitly in many 
approaches 

Non-clinical samples found on average to have 
‘better’ emotion regulation skills than clinical 
samples  

Many studies have found that following therapy, 
emotion regulation skills improve  



Compassionate Mind Training 
& Emotion Regulation 



Studies
Various studies show that higher levels of self-compassion are 
associated with more helpful emotion regulation strategies  

Shame and self-criticism associated with emotion dysregulation 

Vagus nerve – various studies (e.g. Di Bello et al., 2020; Matos et al., 
2017) show that CMT practices assoc with increased vagal tone 
(measure of parasympathetic) 

In a review of 135 studies, Balzorotti et al. (2017) found increases in 
phasic cardiac control assoc with efforts to regulate emotion and 
recover from stress 

Irons & Beaumont (in prep) - Self-Compassion app led to reduction 
in negative beliefs about emotions



What is emotion dysregulation?



Emotion Dysegulation 
Refers to our inability to notice, monitor, understand and 
modify our emotions, in order to meet our goals or 
follow our motives 

Emotion dysregulation been hypothesised as 
underpinning many mental health, relational and social-
behavioural problems – transdiagnostic  

Many studies highlighting acquired aspect of this – link 
to early life experiences, trauma and so on 

Also associated with brain areas (e.g. amygdala, PFC) 
and ANS (lower HRV/vagus influence)



Emotion Regulation Model 
(ERM) 





Step 1 – Awareness of Triggers





Step 1 - Exercises

1. Learning from the past – what triggers you? 

2. Increased present moment awareness 

3. Situation modification  

4. Situation selection



Step 2 – Awareness of Emotion





1. Emotions as Patterns



Nummenmaa et al. (2014) - Body Maps of Emotions 



2. Emotions Awareness Chart



Step 3 – Labelling of Emotion





Naming & Discriminating Emotions

1. Currently I’m feeling… 

2. Currently I’m not feeling… 

3. Daily emotion review  

4. Labelling emotional memories 

5. Identify situations/memories/people that have mixed 
feelings about (identify what feelings are, what most 
powerful emotion is, what isn’t experienced) 

6. Multiple self 







Emotion ‘family tree’



Getting familiar with feelings - rating 
emotion frequency



Step 4 – Understanding Emotion 





Step 4 – Understanding Emotions

1. Validate emotions 

2. Mentalize emotions 

3. Can evaluate appropriateness of emotions 

4. Aware of what maintains emotions



Step 5 

 Coping with and Using Emotion





Step 5 focus

1. Tolerate and accept emotions 

2. Helping to build ability to modify emotions – to 
up and down regulate them 

3. Learn how to use and express emotions 

4. Mindful and compassionate towards emotions



ERM reflections 

 Where are you?



1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10  
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